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THIS CHRONICLE 

 IS A TRIBUTE IN MEMORY OF 

 MATTHEW POWER 

Introduction 

The chronicle is an historical account of what the renowned adventure orientated journalist did, said 

and whom he met during his overnight stay at Heritage Safari Lodge, Murchison Falls National Park. 

Pakwach, Uganda, on Friday 7th March, 2014. On 10th March, 2014, three days afterwards, he died, 

suddenly, from suspected heat stroke in the area of Amorapi Village in Ajai Game Reserve, in Pawo 

County, in northern Uganda’s Arua 

District. He was on assignment for the 

Men’s Journal of New York, USA, 

researching and writing on Capt Levison 

Wood’s Walking, the Length of the Nile 

Expedition.  

The history of the area is blended into 

the tribute to enable the reader to grasp 

the background and context of the 

exploration of the Nile River in relation 

to the Albert Nile, the section of the Nile 

that had immediate relevance to what 

the late journalist was covering when he 

died. 

The chronicle ends with our heads bowed and in prayers for Matthew Power, and his family.  

Matthew Power – The Water of The Nile River is our Prayer. Our Poem and Our Word 

The Tribute 

On behalf of the management and staff of Heritage Safari Lodge, Murchison Falls Park, Pakwach, 

Uganda; I express our extreme shock and sadness at the sudden death of Matthew Power. The staff 

and I offer sincere and profound condolence and share the loss and sorrow with his wife, family, 

friends and colleagues in the world of media. 

Quite quickly we came to know Matthew Power as a person who loved the outdoor environment, 

and further, he worked regularly outdoor and as fate would have it he died outdoor – doing what is 

unwittingly embodied in his name, using the “power” of the word to write some compelling and 

gripping non-fiction telling the truth about life and how the people he met lived it. He was covering 

and reporting on Levison Wood’s trek- walking the entire length of the Nile, when he succumbed to 

suspected heat stroke, two and a half day’s walking distance away from the northern tip of Lake 

Albert, the point in the lake where the Albert Nile starts its long northward journey towards the 

Mediterranean Sea.  



 In death his enthusiasm to discover, understand and disseminate information about  various aspects 

of life; together with his own  adventure filled life, lives on, to inspire and energise all of us, in 

particular Capt. Levison Wood to continue the Walking the Nile Exploration up to the end. Here is 

the chronicle of Matthew Power’s stay at Heritage Safari Lodge on the Friday of 7th March, 2014. 

The Chronicle 

Thursday 6th March, 2014, was the 92nd day of Walking the Nile Expedition that started from 

Nyungwe forest, deep in Rwanda, at the spot that some scientists have concluded, is the “real” 

source of the mighty River Nile. Before the Nyungwe conundrum, the source of the Nile has always 

been known to be “The Place of Flat Rocks,” located in the spot where the Nile leaves the northern 

shores of Lake Victoria in Eastern Uganda. The local community living on either side of the river 

called it “Ejjinja” or “Edinda.” 

A glorious morning followed a typical night at Heritage Safari Lodge. Hippopotamus shapes and 

silhouette had been seen leaving the Nile water to graze on the lush grass on land, the King of the 

Jungle - the lion roared in the distance; flying in the sky were the extraordinary birds – the nightjars 

called “tepo” by the Acholi tribe. The cock was seen to carry in each wing one very long, waving 

plume, the pliable quill being twice the combine length of the bird and the tail; and trailed behind 

the bird as it flew. The nightjar’s plume is such a captivating spectacle that one might miss seeing 

the body of the bird as it flies overhead. Then the Heritage Master Cockerel crowed as it does 

faithfully every day at approximately 05.30 hours to herald the breaking of dawn. 

 (The lion – the King of the Jungle Roars in the distance)  

 



At 12.00 hours the bright sun shine revealed a magnificent blue dome in the sky. It was the perfect 

day for the Bwola Dance – the Royal Dance of the Acholi tribe. The Head of the Bwola Dance fine -

tuned the “Min Bull” – master drum and several “Lutino Bull” – small accompanying drums, in 

readiness for the arrival of Capt. Levison Wood. Then at approximately 15.00 hours Capt Levison 

Wood arrived at Heritage Safari Lodge. The British 

Army Officer, widely known as a major charity fund 

raiser was welcomed by the Bwola Dance. For 

centuries the Acholi tribe have welcomed important 

visitors this way. World renowned visitors to the 

area included: – Sir Samuel and Lady Florence Baker 

in 1864; Queen Elizabeth in 1954; the Queen 

Mother in 1959 on the occasion of the opening 

the Murchison Falls National Park Headquarters 

at Pa–Raa – meaning the place of 

hippopotamus, all of them including many 

other visitors were or have been welcomed by 

the Bwola Dance.       

Bwola Dancers welcomed Capt Levison Wood 

through Wang Kac – the open gate way to Acholi  

At approximately, 15.15 hours Levison Wood’s 

“Bwola Dance” moment came – the army 

officer, well known as a man for all occasions, 

adorned the ostrich feather-decked headgear 

worn typically at Bwola Dance. The action 

orientated army officer, joined in the dance, to 

charm the accompanying lady dancers. His soft 

heart and friendly demeanour soon shone through in the smile that revealed a perfect set of brilliant 
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white teeth contrasting beautifully with the black, heavy beard that failed to conceal the dimple on 

the handsome fee. Not to be out done Boston Beka, Levison’s trekking companion became the 

“photographer celebre” to capture on film the grand occasion. 

The sore feet 

notwithstanding, Levison 

Wood’s “Bwola Dance” 

moment was led and directed 

by two male dancers. Then 

Lodge’s Customer Care 

Manager, Winne Atieno 

offered the Lodge’s special 

refreshing tamarind juice 

cocktail to quench the thirst 

and energise the dancers. 

Boston Beka, the family 

orientated man took a 

moment to spend time with 

his son and the family who 

had slipped in, almost un-

noticed during the Bwola 

Dance. Boston, a man of average height, and the lighter variety of the black African skin, can literally 

see through you with his 

piercing eyes. He is a fine 

long distance walker, with 

his trunk tilted forward on 

a firm pelvic girdle, his 

centre of gravity is 

positioned, always, in front 

of him; the effect of which, 

converts the rucksack into 

a propelling force rather 

than a grinding burden.  

Heritage Safari Lodge, one 

of the base stations for 

Walking the Nile Expedition 

is located in a 20 acres 

peninsula on the Nile river 

bank, in the place of origin 

of the Acholi tribe. On the 

southern boundary is the Kamshiko River, its headwater is the salty, hot-spring loved, and regularly 

frequented by herds of 8 elephants led by a medium size bull called “Won Kamshiko – meaning the 

Father of Kamshiko.  White cattle egrets perch on the elephant’s back, to enjoy a panoramic view.  

Ernest Hemingway, the American, Nobel Prize Winner for Literature, wrote in “Green Hills of Africa”, 



1935 (Scribner. New York): “where a man feels at home, outside of where he’s born, is where he’s 

meant to go” 

On 6th March, 2014, Heritage Safari Lodge became the “home” to Capt Levison Wood and the 

Walking the Nile team. The following day late Matthew Power and photographer Jason Flario homed 

in too.  

In ancient Acholi custom and tradition if a visitor arrives at the homestead, through the open gate 

(as opposed to entry through the back door) called “Wang Kac;” the visitor means no harm, and 

deserves to be watered and fed just like a member of the family. A bull may be slaughtered and the 

Royal Bwola Dance performed depending on the particular circumstance. 

On Friday, 7th March, 2014 at approximately 08.30 hours, after breakfast, the Walking the Nile team 

held a meeting to hone and finalise the plan for trekking downstream along the Albert Nile, 

approximately 150 kilometres up to the South Sudan border . One of the decisions reached 

confirmed the need to 

establish a forward station at 

Nimule - a border town in 

South Sudan.  Recent 

upheaval in South Sudan was 

concerning. Tom McShane 

Operations Director of Secret 

Compass Limited was 

working on this; and 

continuously assessing the 

unfolding situation there. 

  



For centuries, Nimule became well-known as the traveller’s stop-over. In the language of the Madi 

tribe Nimule means – “pass that way,” the Imatong mountain range, peaked by the Lowmaga at 

8,649 feet being the “offending” barrier. In the nineteenth century, during the quest for the source 

of the Nile, the Italian Venetian, Giovanni Miani reached Nimule, located at the junction of Unyama 

River with the Nile River, on 26th March, 1860. At that time this was the farthest southwards in 

ascending the Nile from Egypt. Writing in the manuscript now housed in the Civil Museum of 

National science in Venice, Miani, reported: “I cut my name on the trunk of a large tamarind tree” 

John Hanning Speke and James Grant reach the “Miani Tree” on 13th January, 1863, on their way to 

Britain having discovered the source of the White Nile at “ejjinja or “edinda – the place of rocks 

which Speke re-named Rippon Falls, now submerged on the northern shores of Lake Victoria – 

Nyanza.   

In 1907, Winston Spencer Churchill, the World War 11, Prime Minister of Great Britain travelled in 

the area and became the second traveller to cut his name on the famous Traveller’s Tree. The other 

names cut on the tree were – President Aboud of the Sudan; Gamal Nasser of Egypt; and President 

Nimeri of the Sudan.  

Today the Traveller’s Tree – also called 

“Shadr-el-Sowar,” located at latitude 3” 34’ 

33” north, stands as an important landmark 

in the border town. This was the furthest 

point north Matthew was expected to trek 

up to, embedded with the Expedition.  

The great moment came at 18.00 hours, it 

marked the enactment of the famous 

phrase in journalistic history – the “Dr 

Livingstone/Stanley moment” when in late 

October 1871 Stanley approached a white 

man deep in the African jungle and said 

“Dr Livingstone, I presume”. The award 

winning adventure journalist Matthew Power and photographer Jason Florio arrived at Heritage 

Safari Lodge to enact the “Capt Levison 

Wood, I presume” moment. Soon after 

the “Livingstone/Stanley moment” 

Winnie Atieno, the Customer Care 

Manager, led Matthew and Jason to 

Cottage No 5 that has a spectacular view 

of the Nile, so splendidly pronounced, in 

the orange glow of the beautiful sunset.  

Matthew asked for water in a basin so he 

could soak a scarf. He quipped, “It 

protects my neck.” And Winnie 

responded. In the morning, at breakfast, 

Winnie noticed Matthew had worn the 



scarf – “the neck protector”, 

which seemed to have sewn 

into the fabric a row of oval 

shaped objects possibly some 

kind of a charm or amulet- 

Winnie conjectured. She 

wanted to pick up a 

conversation on this, but the 

appropriate occasion to engage 

with Matthew did not 

materialise. 

At approximately 19.00 hours 

supper was ready, served on an 

extended table in order to 

accommodate everybody on a 

large family-like seating 

arrangement. In the 

accompanying photographs Matthew, wearing a dark grey shirt, sat at the head of the table with his 

back to 

the 

camera. Soon after supper Matthew retired to the Cottage he shared with Jason.  



Now, a short discourse on the history of the Nile bank north of Lake Albert, the area where the 

Walking the Nile Exploration team would trek, starting in the next day, accompanied by Matthew 

and Jason. 

Between 1876 – 1889 Emin Pasha, a German doctor, and a naturalist who had been appointed 

Governor of Equatoria, the extreme southern province of Anglo-Egyptian Sudan lived in the area. His 

administrative area was massive and located on the upper reaches of the Nile River north of Lake 

Albert extending up to Gondokoro in South Sudan. Born Isaak Eduard Schnitzer, Emin Pasha, moved 

extensively up and down the Albert Nile in a steamer, and leading expeditions in the hinterland to 

collect specimen, build forts and administrative stations. 

In 1903 – 1904 Major Percy Powell- Cotton, founder of Quex Park Museum in Kent, United Kingdom, 

a naturalist, anthropologist, and a world traveller, got married in Nairobi, Kenya, and decided to 

honeymoon travelling through Uganda and the Congo. On the western bank of the Nile River he 

identified the “square mouth” white rhino, that was named “ceraloherium simum cottoni.” after 

him as was the custom then. He wrote an account of his travels in “Unknown Africa, 1904 (Hurst & 

Blackett Limited. London).  

Then, on the 8th of January, 1910, the 26th US President Theodore Roosevelt, a fearless politician, 

explorer and naturalist, and his team travelled and camped in the area near the Nile in the present 

Nebbi and Arua Districts for a period of about one month. His base camp was located at a point 

approximately 2 days walking-distance away from the beginning of the Albert Nile as it exits the 

northern shores of Lake Albert. Free at last of the responsibilities of the Presidency, he travelled on a 

mission to collect specimen for the National Museum in Washington, and for the American Museum 

in New York. President Roosevelt, a Harvard Phi Beta Kappa graduate wrote in: African Game Trails. 

1910. (St Martin’s Press): 

“I speak of Africa and golden joys;” - the joy of wandering through lonely lands; the joy of hunting 

the mighty and terrible lords of the wilderness, the cunning and the wary, and the grim.” 

He added: “It was a wild, lonely country….Games was plenty… The nights were hot and the days 

burning: the mosquitos came with darkness, sometimes necessitating our putting on head nest and 

gloves in the evening.” 

Beyond Wadelai, he wrote…”The River flowed through immense beds of papyrus. Beyond these on 

either side were rolling plains gradually rising in the distance into hills and low mountain…….The 

plains were covered with high grass, dry and withered…..There was no forest; but scattered over 

the plains were trees, generally thorns……among them palms and euphorbias.” 

Then one day, whilst tracking the square mouth white rhinoceros he reported on the “elephant 

highways” or “freeway” and wrote: “we turned into a broad elephant and rhinoceros path, worn 

deep and smooth by the generations of huge feet that had tramped it; for it led from the dry inland 

to a favourite drinking-place on the Nile.” 

The Walking the Nile Exploration team were bound to traverse the “Roosevelt” jungle territory just 

over one hundred years after the Presidential tour, but this time in early March, at the time when 

the dry season draws to a close and temperatures begin to fall with the first rain. Essentially 

Matthew Power and Levison Wood’s expedition were retracing some of the routes of the early 



explorers and travellers including Sir Samuel and Lady Florence Baker who discovered Lake Albert on 

14th March 1876. Sir Samuel Baker wrote in Albert Nyanza. Great Basin of the Nile 1890 (Macmillan 

& Co.) “the glory of our price burst 

suddenly before me”............I called the 

great lake “Albert Nyanza” . The Victoria 

and Albert lakes are the two Sources of the 

Nile.” The lake, the Acholi called “Onek 

bonyo”- meaning the killer of locusts had 

acquired a Victorian name. 

At approximately 07.00 hours, on yet 

another bright and glorious morning, the 

Heritage Safari Lodge, became a beehive of 

activities - Levision was up early, and 

walking through the Wang Kac - the open 

gate on the walkway to the Cottage No 1 

where he had bedded for the night; 

Matthew accompanied by Jason arrived for breakfast, sun protection hat on the head, rucksack 

slung on the back and additional bags and other much needed possessions carried in the hands with 

housekeeper Susan Cekecan providing a helping hand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The expedition team soon settled down at the 

breakfast table, with Levison and Mathew 

sitting opposite one another at the head of 

the table.     



At approximately 07.30 hour, Levison and 

Matthew took a look at the luggage strewn 

on the adjacent floor. It soon became clear 

that an extra person, preferably one with a 

bicycle, should be hired to help carry the 

additional personal effects and lighten the 

burden of trekking in the plains criss-crossed 

by village paths and elephant tracks, free of 

vegetation, hard and compacted under-foot 

by the heavy feet leading the elephant herds 

to the water of the Nile. The time was 

running out for prompt departure. Inserting 

into the expedition a hired person from the 

nearby Pakwach town (Pa – place of kwach – 

leopard) at such short notice would have been tricky if not near impossible. Recruitment had to 

come from amongst the Heritage Safari Lodge 

staff. This was Innocent Asaba’s moment. 

At approximately, 07.45 hours, Innocent asked 

for leave of absence from his regular job at 

Heritage Safari Lodge and I accepted. He 

readied himself to join the trek immediately – 

literally on the hoof. Innocent stands at about 

5 feet 6 inches, with a well-proportioned figure 

and an alert face. At school age he could have 

passed for a boy-scout leader running regular 

weekend jungle camps. He had joined the 

Heritage staff with the expectation of getting 

access to train as a tour guide. 

At approximately 08.00 hours, his 

colleagues at Heritage had their 

moment too. One of them took him 

aside, advising passionately and rightly 

that trekking with boots on the ground 

was the gold standard of any 

exploration. He added, “This is your 

opportunity – but you must have metal 

boots on” – adding: “the type worn by 

Roman soldiers when they were the 

finest matchers at the height of the 

Roman Empire.” He quipped and 

added: “Levison has a pair”. And 

offered the explanation: “That was 

why he (Levison) looked fit and the 

feet had no sores notwithstanding the 92 day trekking over and across difficult terrain.”  



Then, Innocent was asked what he would do about getting the metal boots. Momentarily, he looked 

confused- the face became twisted and contorted in pain, then he broke in to a smile and laughter. 

He had seen through the joke – the usual alert and inquisitive facial expression was restored without 

much ado.   

Innocent has other qualities too. As a decent story teller he is good company to have in the boredom 

of the jungle life. He hails from Pabo in Acholi’s Amuru District, a little distance away from the Nile’s 

eastern bank, where his ancestors lived before the 1906 evacuation when sleeping sickness 

threatened the riparian tribes. At that time the Belgians had set up their administration on the Nile’s 

western bank, in the area they called Lado Enclave that extended from Lake Albert to Gondokoro, at 

the same level of today’s South Sudan capital city of Juba. The British ruled the eastern bank. The 

competition and scramble for the Nile bank was “comical” in that whatever was done on one bank 

of the Nile was immediately replicated by the rival administration on the opposite bank. So there 

was the Belgian Wadelai Fort 20 kilometres downstream on the western bank, and the British 

Wadelai commonly called “BOMA” (British Overseas Military Administration) was immediately 

located on the eastern bank. Consequently, Forts or BOMAs were duplicated along the entire Nile 

bank. In 1914 the British gained the administration of both banks, which was subsequently passed to 

the independent Uganda Government in 1962. Nimule which had been the headquarters of 

Uganda’s Northern Province, together with the Traveller’s Tree was ceded voluntarily to Sudan-as 

documented by G.H. Blake in “Imperial Boundary Making – The Diary of Captain Kelly and the Sudan-

Uganda Boundary Commission of 1913.” (The British Academy 1997)   

Now here is the riparian tribe’s moment– On the western bank’s Lado Enclave, the Belgians decided 

to introduce a hut tax – each hut attracted a tax, sometimes it was the cattle tax; while on the 

eastern bank the British introduced corn tax- a basket of corn was payable. The tax was resented-it 

had to be avoided. The riverside tribes decided to become “comical” too. Essentially they decided to 

re-locate the taxable property (cattle, corn or hut) to the opposite river bank and to commute to 

either bank as necessary by swimming or rowing across the Nile River. 

Major C. H Stigand, the area administrator, aptly captured the way the people, lived at that time, in 

“Equatoria. The Lado Enclave.” 1923. (Routledge. London and New York): 

“they played fast and loose with the two Governments”…..”Sometimes the chief was on one bank 

and under one Government, whilst his headman, owing allegiance to him, was on the other; 

sometimes the chief was under the Uganda Government and the headman under the Congo, and 

sometimes vice versa. Sometimes both on one bank, sometimes both on the other; sometimes one 

was on an island and the other on the mainland, on the other side or on the other. Sometimes the 

bulk of the people were on the Congo side, to avoid paying hut tax to Uganda, whilst the bulk of 

their cattle were on the other side, to avoid tribute to the Belgians.” 

I am sure, if he had lived to complete the Men’s Journal assignment, Matthew would have penned a 

few lines on the life and culture of the riparian tribes now living astride the Albert Nile, including the 

changes in life style that may have taken place in the intervening period.   



At approximately, 09.00 hours the trekking 

party was ready to depart. Innocent Asaba 

would join the team at Pakwach.  Pre-

departure photographs were taken: I 

drove the team across the Pakwach Bridge. 

At approximately 09.15 hours, the 

expedition team called at the Pakwach 

Police Station and were received by the 

Officer-in-Charge Assistant Inspector of 

Police. George Twinohaizo. He wished 

them a safe journey and assured the group 

of unconditional support in case of 

problems. 

Boston went to a local store and secured a 

bicycle at a bargain price, and it was immediately 

exchanged with the store owner’s already 

assembled and road-tested bike. The bicycle 

carried the registration number PTC BB 405, 

(standing for Pakwach Town Council. Boda Boda 

405). It soon attracted Matthew’s attention. In 

Uganda bicycles are a common mode of 

transportation, the bicycle taxi service is 

popularly called – “boda boda” meaning it is 

capable of taking anyone across borders and 

from border to border. The Pakwach “boda 

boda” co-operative had organised the 

registration of all boda bodas, the whole town 

being divided into several zones or stages. This was what Matthew wanted to soak in.  And he did.  

The team’s “boda boda” was soon loaded 

with the luggage fastened and securely 

tied on the carrier at the back of the 

bicycle. Levison and Matthew jointly took 

charge of loading the bike. Levison asked 

Innocent if he was comfortable and ready 

for the trek.  Innocent replied: “Yes”. At 

that point, Jason’s camera clicked, to 

commit into the film Innocent holding the 

fully loaded boda boda. 

The chief host William, Matthew & Levison 
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The group was ready to hit the road. Then 

whoops! In came the boy carrying knives - 

for sale. Matthew’s attention was attracted 

to this. On his radar was a boy aged about 10 

years, hawking at the price of a few Uganda 

shillings, hand-made general purpose and 

kitchen knives. It was a Saturday, there was 

no school and the boy was out making some 

pocket money, I presume. Mathew engaged 

the boy in a conversation, and bought a 

knife.  

Each knife, double bladed, shaped like an 

elongated leaf was indeed a craft-man’s 

finest job. The handle was made of African 

hardwood, and a long spike secured the blade firmly to the handle. The boy’s merchandise 

comprised about 50 knives, cleverly and innovatively arranged on a piece of stick of about one to 

two inches in diameter, measuring about one 

metre long. Each knife had its blade embedded 

into the one metre stick, in a circumferential 

arrangement of about 8 knives in 6 rows. The 

boy would then rotate the knife-loaded stick, 

with the perfection of a magician for potential 

customers to take their pick. The circumstance 

of the boy’s family was unknown, but most 

likely struggling to make ends meet like most 

families in Uganda. Matthew seemed to be a 

man steeped in the detail of how others lived. 

The knife-boy was definitely a subject of 

interest. And worth delaying the trek, just for a 

moment for the knife-boy to have his moment 

too. 

The “real” departure time came, at 

approximately 09.30 hours. It was Saturday 

8th March, 2014, and the weather was fine 

with a north-westerly breeze. The starting 

point was the Pakwach Police Station. The 

expedition team of 5 men comprising Capt 

Levison Wood, Boston Beka, Matthew 

Power, Jason Florio and Innocent Asaba 

took the first step, in the northward 

direction towards South Sudan’s border 

town of Nimule.   



Bon Voyage   

Boots, on the ground at last - the 

trekking was in full swing. Boston led the 

group, as Levison and Mathew got 

engrossed in a conversation. Jason 

mounted the rear with Innocent, close 

by pushing the “boda boda” along the 

Pakwach – Arua road. This was no Bernie 

Ecclestone’s Formula One Race – it was 

not a race of speed and acceleration, it 

was a challenge against adversity. There 

was no starting gun and no flag to wave.  

With my bare and open hands I saw the 

Expedition off; not knowing I was saying 

the final good bye to Matthew as well. 

Pakwach, the place of the leopard, 

receded in the background as the team gained 

the flat plains adjacent to the veil of reed that 

covers the edge of the river from open view.  

That evening the setting sun was singularly 

beautiful with the glorious orange glow seen in 

the distance over the Nile River. Gradually, the 

darkness began to engulf the Heritage 

peninsula, silhouetting the conical step-

thatched cottages that looked, in the 

darkening sky, like giant mushrooms springing 

from the earth. 

 

  

The setting sun 
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The Tragedy 

I received the report that the trekking party spent the first night in a primary school in the area of 

the old Belgian Fort of Wadelai. The second night was spent camping at the river bank, roughly at 

the latitude of Rhino Camp. By the third day I presume they had reached the area in which the 26th 

USA, President Theodore Roosevelt had camped years ago. The two days of trekking had been un-

eventful, all seemed fine. 

The moment of tragedy came in the afternoon of Monday, 10th March, 2014. At lunch time I 

received a report from the advance and support team of the Expedition that a member of the 

Expedition was unwell. Then the dreaded news came at 15.56 hours - in a text message Boston Beka 

communicated the sad news that Matthew had passed away. 

I put a number of urgent calls through to inform the USA embassy in Uganda’s capital city Kampala, 

the Police Station in Pakwach and the Police Headquarters of the neighbouring district of Arua. I 

called Brigadier Otema Awany, the Head of Logistics and Engineering of Uganda People’s Defence  

Forces. Lt General Katumba Wamala, the Chief of Defence Forces was given a briefing too, and he 

responded immediately to offer his condolence and support. He wanted to get in touch with the 

trekking party, and he did. 

Within minutes he had got in 

touch with Boston.  

At Arua, the District town 

where the body was 

temporarily held before 

transportation to Kampala, 

Kara Blackmore, an 

anthropologist, working with 

Africa Heritage Consultants, 

who was travelling in the 

area, gave us moral support.  

Special acknowledgement is 

reserved for Dr Andrew 

Seguya, the Executive 

Director of Uganda Wildlife Authority, and Ben Otto, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of 

Uganda Wildlife, who were actively briefed and they responded with support, advice and guidance. 

And further, they committed UWA (Uganda Wildlife Authority) with the responsibility to erect a 

memorial for Matthew Power and establish a Trail to the site of the tragedy   in Ajai Game Reserve.   

Game Rangers working in Ajayi Game Reserve, and villagers from adjacent homesteads were very 

helpful, in getting the members of the Expedition to a vehicle pick-up point, destined for Arua, the 

seat of the District Administration. The following day the body was transported to Uganda’s capital 

city, Kampala .Special thanks go to them too. 

  



Concluding Remarks 

Every death is painful not only because of its finality, but because it reminds us of our own mortality 

as well. At this moment, our hearts are wholly with Matthew’s wife and family. I would like, once 

again to re-assure the family that their loss is our loss too. In the Acholi tradition, Matthew had 

already become a member of our family- the Heritage Safari Lodge family.  He had come to our 

homestead through Wang Kac – the open gate to our homestead, and had broken bread and shared 

meal with us. In our custom this act entitled Matthew to membership of the family. His loss is as 

painful to us as one of our own blood, notwithstanding the short time we had with him. 

As an adventurer and traveller, Matthew has more than qualified to have his name cut on a tree just 

like the names that were cut in the trunk of the Nimule’s Traveller’s Tree - “Shadr- el-Sowar”. 

I and the shareholders of 

Heritage Safari Lodge have taken 

the decision to name Cottage No 

5, the Matthew Power Cottage, 

in his honour, and in respect of 

all that he cherished and stood 

for.  In the short time we had 

with him, and the written words 

we are blessed to be able to 

read and continue to read, he 

has inspired many, including us, 

by his example and through the 

power of the word. 

In the immediate and short 

term, we feel that Matthew’s 

death should serve to inspire 

Capt Levison Wood to “walk the walk” and continue the Walking the Nile Expedition. In other words 

the Expedition is Matthew’s walk too. In the medium to long term, we feel the work in the outdoor, 

and in the natural environment especially in the wild jungles of Africa should go on unfettered, 

notwithstanding the inherent risks that may be involved, and the competing human demands. 

We at Heritage Safari Lodge also feel that the conservation of the wildlife in their natural habitat and 

the associated development of the much needed infrastructure require a collaborative partnership 

between the Government and the private sector, within and from outside Uganda. 


